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Abstract

The ability to examine conducting filler particles in an insulating polymer
matrix by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was investigated. The
detection of selected secondary electrons is necessary to resolve sub-micron
scale filler particles, but not every SEM detector seems able to monitor the
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small changes introduced by the conducting filler particles. The influence of
SEM parameters and the challenge of image interpretation in view of the
apparent lack of appropriate information in literature are discussed. In
accordance with experiments on light element samples, all monitored
electrons seem to be emitted within approximately 50 nm of the sample
depth and no information is accessible from deeper regions even by
increasing the acceleration voltage.
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1. Introduction

Polymer composites containing nanoscaled filler particles were investigated
for decades. However, since the discovery of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [14] the interest is growing considerably. Many theories and explanations on
CNT properties and their transfer into the composite thereby rely on
assumptions of certain particle shapes and distributions. These assumptions
were supported – if at all – by optical micrographs [5-17], atomic force
microscopy (AFM) [18,19], SEM studies restricted to sample surfaces (due
to etching, conductive coating or choice of detector) [20-39] and TEM
micrographs [40-54].

TEM usually examines samples on a sub-micron scale, the resolution of
optical images (~ 0.2 µm) impedes the visualization of individual nanotubes.
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All other methods mentioned above analyze merely the surface of a sample.
However, SEM on uncoated samples and with the right detector is able to
cover nearly all length scales from TEM to light microscopy and
simultaneously allows a shallow insight into the sample [55,56]. The
technique is based on sensing potential variations on the sample surface that
were caused due to electron charging. This contrast effect was known as
early as 1957 [57] and was termed “voltage contrast”. A discussion on this
technique was conducted by Chung et al. [58] in 1983 who monitored
carbon black fillers. It was continued by Loos et al. [59] in 2005 who
analyzed carbon nanotubes. Voltage contrast images of nanotubes were
already published before 2005 [60-64] and also thereafter [65-67],
unfortunately without exploring and explaining how to make such images.

The present work intends to supply detailed information on the way how to
visualize nanotubes in insulating matrices. Subsequently, the effect of
various SEM parameters as well as requirements on sample conductivity
and SEM detector type are illustrated by imaging carbon nanotube epoxy
composites. The aim of this work is to provide knowledge about this
technique to all researchers and to facilitate them to determine real particle
shapes and distributions in their samples over several length scales.

2. Experimental

Multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) grown by catalytic chemical vapor
deposition (CCVD) were supplied by Nanocyl S.A. (Belgium) specified
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with average inner and outer diameter of 4 and 15 nm, respectively, lengths
up to 50 µm and carbon purity exceeding 95% (<5% iron catalyst). Two
bisphenol-A-based epoxy resins, Araldite LY 556 (Huntsman Advanced
Materials, Belgium) and Chem Res E20 (Cognis, Germany) along with one
amine-based hardener (XB 3473, Huntsman Advanced Materials, Belgium)
were kindly provided by the mentioned companies and were used in this
work. A polyether siloxane copolymer (Tego Wet 280) obtained from
Degussa, Tego Coating & Ink Additives (Germany) was used as wetting
agent for the glass substrates.

Samples containing 0.1 – 1 wt% CNT were prepared by mixing epoxy and
nanotubes primarily with a dissolver disk (2000 rpm for 2 hours) and then
with a three roll calander (5 µm gap size) [68]. The suspension collected
from the rolls was filled in small bottles and immediately transferred to a
refrigerator to prevent reagglomeration of the CNTs. Hardener (23 wt%)
and wetting agent (1 wt%) were added to consecutively thermalized bottles,
then mixed manually with the suspension (around 2 g) and subsequently
centrifugated (4000 rpm) or exposed to vacuum (for 1 h) to remove the air
bubbles. The dispersion was spin-coated onto glass substrates at 5000 –
9000 rpm for 1 min using a Convac TSR 48 spin-coater. The samples were
cured on a hot-plate or in an oven at 120 – 150°C for 6 – 48 hours. Film
thicknesses were then determined with a Sloan Dektak 3030 ST surface
profilometer and ranged between 8 and 30 µm. Extensive scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) analyses were conducted on LEO 1530 FE-SEM using
the InLens and Everhart-Thornley detectors. The films were analyzed
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without applying surface etching or conductive layer coating techniques.
The SEM parameters were as follows: working distance of 2 – 4 mm,
aperture of 20 – 30 µm, acceleration voltage of 0.2 – 20 kV, magnification
of 500× – 500,000× with respect to a 1024×768 pixel image and scanning
speed of 20 sec/frame.

3. Principles of image generation in a scanning electron microscope

In this section we briefly summarize the basic principles of image
generation in a scanning electron microscope [55,56]. The challenge in
interpreting voltage contrast images is discussed in section 4. The electrons
that contribute to image formation split up into two major classes.
Backscattered electrons (BSE) are electrons of the incident beam that escape
the specimen as a result of multiple elastic scattering and frequently retain
nearly all their initial energy. Secondary electrons (SE) are specimen
electrons having a small amount of kinetic energy (< 50 eV, with the most
probable energy of 3 – 5 eV) due to inelastic collisions with beam electrons.
The beam electrons pass through the specimen surface, scatter and thereby
generate so-called SE1. Those beam electrons that are scattered back to the
surface produce so-called SE2 before emerging as BSE.

The detector used throughout this work is situated inside the beam focusing
lens and therefore is referred to as “through-the-lens” or InLens detector.
Only secondary electrons leaving the sample near to the electron beam
impact area are intercepted by the weak electrical field present at the sample
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surface, accelerated to a high energy by the electrostatic lens field (+8 kV)
and focused on the annular InLens detector above the final lens [69,70]. SE1
and a few SE2 are the only electrons that fulfill this conditions, thus, an
InLens detector is monitoring mainly the SE1.

The other detector used for comparison is the widespread Everhart-Thornley
detector (in the following referred to as ET) which is placed beside the
specimen. A positive bias of 400 V facilitates the collection of low energy
electrons, no matter where and in which direction they are leaving the
specimen. In addition, it also monitors all BSE that leave the sample with
trajectories towards the ET. Thus, the ET signal is composed of different
types of electrons which have various spatial distributions (influencing the
signal resolution) and contribute with different intensities to the total signal
(influencing the contrast).

An image generated by SE represents a mix of topographic contrast
(enhanced SE emission at tilted surfaces or at small particles and edges),
material contrast (increasing BSE generation with increasing atomic
number) and magnetic/electric contrast. The contribution of electric and
magnetic fields of the sample to the image contrast is very complex since
interactions with all other fields present in the specimen chamber have to be
considered. These interactions were analyzed long time ago for fields of the
ET detector. However, comparable information for the InLens detector is
not available in literature.
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The image resolution is determined by the SE emission area. For SE1 this
area is simply the incident beam cross-sectional area, while for SE2 it is the
area defined by the projection of the incident beam interaction volume onto
the surface. The incident beam electrons penetrate a volume which extends
up to 0.6 RKO laterally (for light element samples) and up to RKO in depth.
The electron range inside a sample was derived by Kanaya and Okayama
[71] as

R KO [µm] =

0.0276 A[g / mole] 1.67
E [keV ] ,
Z 0.89 ρ g / cm 3

[

]

(1)

where E is the beam energy; A is the atomic weight, Z the atomic number
and ρ the density of the specimen; the brackets indicate the respective units.
Within the interaction volume, these electrons scatter and generate SE
which, due to their low energy, not always leave the sample. In fact, only
SE within a maximum depth of ~ 50 nm can be emitted and reach a detector
[55,72]. However, this value could be altered if opposite charges are present
inside and onto the sample due to electric field enhanced SE emission
[72,73]. The image resolution is also determined by the sample area
belonging to a single picture element size (pixel). One pixel has the area of
the SE1 emission area (diameter of ~ 2 nm) at a magnification of
approximately 200,000× and that of the SE2 emission area (radius 0.6 RKO ≈
1 µm for light element samples and 10 keV beam energy) at ~ 200×. The
respective SE emission area limits the image resolution at higher
magnifications, while the respective pixel area limits the resolution at lower
magnifications.
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Fig. 1. Cryo fractured surface of a composite of 1 wt% MWCNTs dispersed
in LY556. The top picture was recorded with the ET detector, the bottom
one with the InLens detector, both at 10 kV acceleration voltage.

4. Results

4.1. Visualization of filler particles inside a polymer matrix
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Fig. 1 presents two SEM images of the same area on a cryo fractured
specimen (note the ditches that are visible in both pictures), one image
recorded with the ET detector (Fig. 1a) and the other with the InLens
detector (Fig. 1b). Bright structures are visible in Fig. 1b only and are
attributed to nanotubes. Fig. 1a seems to be dominated by topographic
contrast, but no nanotubes are visible here, meaning that they are inside the
polymer rather than on the surface. It is important to note that the resolution
of SE2 at 10 kV is limited to a diameter of 2 µm due to the electron emission
area, while the ditch visible in Fig.1a is resolved on a sub-micron scale. This
means that even with the ET detector we are monitoring mainly SE1. This is
not surprising when considering the SE1 to SE2 emission ratio in carbon
element samples which is 5:1 [55].

But why are nanotubes visible in Fig. 1b and not in Fig. 1a (working
distances up to 16 mm were examined) although SE1 are monitored in both
cases? Besides topographic contrast only voltage contrast is present due to
potential differences between the insulating polymer and the metallic CNT.
This contrast is present in both images, but it seems to influence the SE1
signal recorded by our InLens detector only. However, this does not
necessarily mean that ET detectors in general are not capable to sense these
slight charges on a sample surface, as demonstrated by Loos et al. [59,63]
with an Environmental SEM (ESEM) from FEI Company. While Hitachi
High-Technologies Europe GmbH claim that their InLens detector (which
works different than ours) is completely insensitive to sample charges,
voltage contrast images recorded with that detector were reported by other
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groups [61,62,66,67]. As long as the electric field influence for new detector
(InLens) or microscope types (ESEM) are not explored, attention has to be
paid to the choice of the detector.

Fig. 2. Spin-coated composite (14 µm film thickness) containing 1 wt%
MWCNTs in E20 resin recorded at different magnifications and 10 kV
acceleration voltage.
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Fig. 3. Spin-coated composite (26 µm film thickness) containing 1 wt%
MWCNTs in E20 resin recorded at different magnifications and 20 kV
acceleration voltage.
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Fig. 4. Spin-coated composite (20 µm film thickness) containing 1 wt%
MWCNTs in LY556 resin recorded at different magnifications and 10 kV
acceleration voltage.

4.2. Dispersion quality analysis by means of voltage contrast images

Three series of pictures recorded with the InLens detector are presented in
Fig. 2 – 4. They show a zooming out sequence from high (50,000× or
25,000×) to low magnification (1,000× or 500×) without changing the
scanning position on the three samples (the white squares denote the area of
the preceding zoom step). The first sample displays a homogeneous and
dense nanotube layer (Fig. 2) while the second and third ones exhibit closemeshed (Fig. 3) and wide-meshed (Fig. 4) network structures (note that all
pictures in Fig. 4 are shifted by one zooming step when compared to Fig. 2
and 3). It should be also noted that all nanotubes visible in Fig. 2 – 4 are
distributed within ~ 50 nm of sample depth, which is much smaller than the
sample thicknesses. The series points out a new way for analyzing the
quality of nanotube dispersions over several length scales, from tens of
nanometers to some hundred micrometers.

We can deduce from the comparison of the pictures in Fig. 3 and 4 that
increased charging of the matrix and subsequent image whitening takes
place in areas where the nanotube concentration drops below a certain level.
The influence of these charged areas can increase substantially and thereby
outshine the signal of the CNTs. In our case, imaging of nanotubes at high
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acceleration voltages was possible down to a CNT concentration of 0.5 wt%
(corresponding to a conductivity of ~ 10-2 S/m) for good dispersions.
However, lower nanotube concentrations and poorly dispersed nanotubes
can also be analyzed when low acceleration voltages are used, as will be
reported in section 4.4.

Fig. 5. The same sample as in Fig. 2 recorded at different acceleration
voltages.

4.3. The influence of SEM parameters on the voltage contrast

Fig. 5 shows high magnification SEM images of the same sample recorded
at different acceleration voltages. For low acceleration voltages (0.2 – 0.7
kV) the nanotubes appear bright with a dark polymer. The contrast nearly
vanishes around 0.7 kV (not shown) and subsequently inverts displaying
dark nanotubes with a bright polymer. It should be noted that the boundaries
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of contrast changing are not defined by the acceleration voltage only, as
dark nanotubes are visible at 1 kV and bright ones at 1.5 kV too.
Interestingly, the nanotubes start changing contrast from their edge to their
center. The contrast reaches a maximum around 1.5 kV and then starts
decreasing again until it vanishes for a second time around 2 kV (not
shown), inverts and again reveals bright nanotubes with a dark polymer (4 –
20 kV). Similar analyses were conducted on a fixed region of the sample but
– unlike the results reported in [59] – no additional nanotubes appeared with
increasing acceleration voltage. This is consistent with the SEM theory
summarized in section 3 which indicates a maximum depth of SE emission
of ~ 50 nm for light element samples.

In fact, Fig. 5 also visualizes another important feature of SEM. The
charging of the sample by the incident electron beam – which in the end
produces the voltage contrast needed for imaging – can be manipulated
through the acceleration voltage. The total electron emission yield of a
sample is depending on the beam energy and can even increase above unity
[56]. This means that a sample can be charged positively or negatively or
can remain uncharged if a proper acceleration voltage is chosen. For low
acceleration voltages the total electron emission yield is smaller than unity,
meaning the sample charges negative. Increasing the beam energy increases
also the emission yield, which crosses unity at E1 (generally below 1 keV)
and starts charging the sample positive. In this energy region, the incident
electrons excite efficiently many SE near the surface which then can all
leave the sample. With increasing energy most SE are excited deeper and
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can no longer leave the sample. Hence, the emission yield starts to decrease,
crosses unity at E2 (generally 0.5 – 2 keV for light element materials) and
now charges the sample negative again. The acceleration voltages, where
contrast is lost in our work, are in the right regions to be assigned to E1 (=
0.7 keV) and E2 (= 2 keV), meaning that we obviously monitored negative
sample charging (below E1), positive charging (between E1 und E2) and
again negative charging (above E2) in Fig. 5.

The explanation given above is based on analyses of electric field
interactions between sample surface charges and ET detectors, which were
conducted decades ago and again does not necessarily apply to our InLens
detector. Furthermore, sample charging must be understood in terms of

relative charge densities, which are affected by additional parameters. The
equilibrium density of charges depends on the relationship of the electron
dose to the discharging capability of individual sample regions [56]. The
dose itself depends on the scanning density (magnification) and scanning
speed (beam dwell time per area).
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Fig. 6. The first (a) and third (b-f) scans of a spin-coated composite (10 µm
film thickness) containing 1 wt% MWCNTs in LY556 resin recorded at 0.5
kV acceleration voltage and various magnifications. Note that (a) and (b)
differ by the scan number and not the magnification, while for (b-f) it is the
other way round.
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Fig. 7. The same sample as in Fig. 3 recorded at 0.6 kV acceleration voltage
and different beam dwell times.
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These dependencies are visualized in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 using low
acceleration voltages. The first scan of a sample at 0.5 kV acceleration
voltage leads to bright nanotubes (Fig. 6a), while scanning the same area
several times turns the CNTs into dark ones (Fig. 6b). With increasing
scanning speed (~ 2 sec/frame) the nanotubes immediately appear bright
again (not shown). The same effect is observed when zooming out from this
region, even though we now scanned slowly and multiple times again (Fig.
6c-f). Similarly, Fig. 7 shows that a long beam dwell time yields dark CNTs
while a short time leads to bright ones. Here, the frame scanning speed (e.g.
800 ns × 1024 × 768 = 630 µs) was much shorter than in the other
experiments, so that multiple frames were integrated in order to get a total
scanning time of ~ 20 sec. This contrast reversal is encountered only when
scanning (a) regions of poor CNT homogeneity or too low overall CNT
concentration (< 0.5 wt%) (b) at high magnifications and low acceleration
voltages (< 1 kV). This clearly demonstrates the sensitivity of the charge
density distribution on the electron dose. It should be noted that scanning
the sample in Fig. 6 at high acceleration voltages (~ 10 kV) yields – for each
magnification – images similar to the ones presented in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 8. Spin-coated composite (8 µm film thickness) containing 0.1 wt%
MWCNTs in E20 resin recorded at different magnifications.

4.4. The potential of SEM analysis of nanotubes inside polymers

Poorly conductive samples or regions can also be analyzed with SEM if low
acceleration voltages are used. Gojny et al. [65] recently demonstrated this
by recording high magnification images of nanotubes in a 0.1 wt%
composite. High and low magnification SEM images of a spin-coated film
with the same CNT concentration are displayed in Fig. 8. The nanotubes
change their appearance from bright to dark within a single scan (first
picture) which illustrates again the complexity of the charging mechanism.
In the subsequent zooming out steps (Fig. 8b-d) large, dark areas of
charging artifacts appear. Nevertheless, most nanotubes remain visible –
mainly as bright dots – so that their macroscopic distribution can be
monitored even for this low filler concentrations.
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Fig. 9. Individual nanotubes inside a spin-coated composite (same sample as
in Fig. 2) visualized at an extremely high magnification (500,000×).

Fig. 9 demonstrates the capability of an InLens detector of resolving
individual nanotubes at magnifications usually encountered in

a

transmission electron microscope (TEM) analysis. The observed structures
are individual nanotubes with their initial diameter (~ 15 nm) approximately
doubled by charging effects. The nanotubes appear to be curly and
entangled (Fig. 9a) as expected due to the large-scale production CCVD-
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technique and even exhibit amazing coil spring-like structures (Fig. 9b). We
want to point out that such high magnifications introduce an immense dose
into the sample leading – in our case – to irreversible damaging (whitening
of the whole area) within two slow scans (20 sec/frame).

5. Conclusions

The technique of nanotube visualization inside polymers with SEM was
discussed in detail in order to enable the analysis of filler distributions
inside polymers at several length scales. The key for this task seems to be
(a) the detection of secondary electrons (SE1) excited in the electron beam
impact area and (b) the use of an appropriate detector which is sensitive to
slight charges on sample surfaces. The quality of filler particle dispersion
can be monitored accurately at high acceleration voltages (~ 10 kV) when
the sample conductivity is at least 10-2 S/m (thus, 0.5 wt% nanotubes in our
case) and at low voltages (0.5 – 1 kV) even for lower conductivities.

SEM pictures of CNTs in insulating matrices were taken by exploiting the
voltage (or charge) contrast. The effect of several parameters (such as
magnification, scanning speed, acceleration voltage, sample conductivity
and dispersion quality) on the voltage contrast were investigated. Our results
show that increasing the acceleration voltage does not increase the nanotube
sampling depth. Secondary electrons have energies up to 50 eV and can
only leave the sample when excited within a depth of ~ 50 nm, thus, only
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limited information about the three-dimensional organization of CNTs in a
matrix can be obtained.
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Captions

Fig. 1. Cryo fractured surface of a composite of 1 wt% MWCNTs dispersed
in LY556. The top picture was recorded with the ET detector, the bottom
one with the InLens detector, both at 10 kV acceleration voltage.

Fig. 2. Spin-coated composite (14 µm film thickness) containing 1 wt%
MWCNTs in E20 resin recorded at different magnifications and 10 kV
acceleration voltage.

Fig. 3. Spin-coated composite (26 µm film thickness) containing 1 wt%
MWCNTs in E20 resin recorded at different magnifications and 20 kV
acceleration voltage.
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Fig. 4. Spin-coated composite (20 µm film thickness) containing 1 wt%
MWCNTs in LY556 resin recorded at different magnifications and 10 kV
acceleration voltage.

Fig. 5. The same sample as in Fig. 2 recorded at different acceleration
voltages.

Fig. 6. The first (a) and third (b-f) scans of a spin-coated composite (10 µm
film thickness) containing 1 wt% MWCNTs in LY556 resin recorded at 0.5
kV acceleration voltage and various magnifications. Note that (a) and (b)
differ by the scan number and not the magnification, while for (b-f) it is the
other way round.

Fig. 7. The same sample as in Fig. 3 recorded at 0.6 kV acceleration voltage
and different beam dwell times.

Fig. 8. Spin-coated composite (8 µm film thickness) containing 0.1 wt%
MWCNTs in E20 resin recorded at different magnifications.

Fig. 9. Individual nanotubes inside a spin-coated composite (same sample as
in Fig. 2) visualized at an extremely high magnification (500,000×).
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